Hugo has rented a boat. It’s not a motorboat. It’s a rowboat. You can see him rowing down the river. His friend Ratty is following him.

Ratty is in an old boot. It’s his boat. He is rowing too.

Hugo enjoys fishing. He has a fishing rod. Hugo likes good music. He has an iPod. Then he yawns.

Hugo is napping. The boat goes slowly down the river. Hugo doesn’t hear the sound of the waterfall.

Suddenly the boat goes very fast. Hugo wakes up. He is afraid. He is still in his boat, but it rushes down the waterfall.

What will happen to Hugo? Will there be any chance for him?

Ratty was prepared. He took a parachute with him. The parachute will save the rat.

to rent: to borrow
row: paddle
boot: shoe
rod: stick
yawn: sound you make when tired

nap: light sleep
sound: noise
to rush: to go very quickly
parachute: a kind of umbrella to slow the fall

Change from the WILL-FUTURE to the GOING-TO-FUTURE:

What will happen to Hugo? - …What’s going to happen to Hugo?.........................................................
Hugo will row down the river. ......................................................................................................................
He’ll listen to some good music. ....................................................................................................................
We’ll yawn. ....................................................................................................................................................
The boat will go very fast. ..............................................................................................................................
The parachute will save me. ...........................................................................................................................
He’ll be in his boat. .......................................................................................................................................
You’ll hear the waterfall. ................................................................................................................................